NEW ITEMS 2017

ANTIBES
The Antibes table is made entirely of teak and is available in two sizes, both are extendable:
L 200 D 100 H 75 extended W 260 - L 100 D 70 H 75 extended W 200.

COSSETTE - design Andreucci & Hoisl
The Cosette small armchair combines the warmth of teak with the practicality of the fabric in dove grey, hemp white or brown colour.
It’s a timeless versatile director’s chair Design Alessandro Andreucci - Christian Hoisl.
Structure W 67 D 99 H 104 seat H 26

CAMP COT - Design Jamie Durie
Inspired by folding beds used by the Italian army during the First World War, the Camp Cot trundle bed is practical and versatile and particularly suited for use at the beach or poolside.
It is upholstered in fine quilted Sunbrella fabric which is soft to the touch and comes in two pale shades, in line with the latest furnishing trends.
It was created by designer Jamie Durie, has a teak and stainless steel structure and is upholstered in Sunbrella acrylic fabric in off-white or yellow which breathes, is stainproof, and colourfast.

“My initial inspiration came thinking about the trundle beds used by the Italian army during the Great War, nowadays a cult object. With Unopiù we worked on the idea of transportability and versatility which makes the Camp Cot suitable for multifarious uses and diverse environments. We then added top quality elements like quilted Sunbrella fabric which is exceptional for outdoor use as well as stainless steel connectors: the outcome is an elegant and beautifully finished product which I would define as ‘raw luxury’” Jamie Durie.

Structure: teak and stainless steel.
Cover and cushion: Sunbrella acrylic fabric, breathes, stainproof and resistant to UV rays.
Colour: off white, yellow
Stretcher structure: w 60 D 197 H 42

YORK
The unusual design of alternately placed contrasting slats characterizes the backrests and the coffee table top of the York lounge setting. The structure is in aged teak and the cushion is in 100% Tempotest acrylic fabric with removable covers in off white.

armchair structure W 82 D 81 H 89 seat H 42
rocking chair structure W 82 D 103 H 89 seat H 42
sofa structure W 174 D 81 H 89 seat H 42
high backed sofa structure W 175 D 101 H 100 seat H 42
GINGER LEATHER
A timeless icon of Unopiù style is the Ginger director’s chair. It is presented this year with a new look: the frame in top quality teak is covered in leather in five different shades, especially for indoors. The leather used has been hand treated following an age old Tuscan tradition: “vegetable tanning”, the only way to transform raw hides into leather through a process based on the use of tree tannins, while fully respecting the environment and giving the leather precious unique and natural characteristics.

The natural ability of leather to age and change over time makes the Ginger armchair an exclusive and unrepeatable item, an excellence of Made in Italy. It is especially soft and silky to the touch, thanks to the characteristic “bottalato” technique.

The unique nature of each armchair is guaranteed by the prized hand sewing done by gifted craftsmen with a design finish detail that enhances the product.

Thus it is an exclusive and versatile product for everyday use, created to be the protagonist of any environment interpreting your personal idea of relaxation.

Colour: natural leather, orange, green, red, yellow.
Small armchair structure: W 54 D 41 H 88 seat H 48

EMY LEATHER
Inspired by the celebrated Tripolina, the official camp chair of British officers since the 1800s, is the Emy armchair in teak covered in leather in five different shades.

Made for the indoors, Emy is made in hand treated leather following an age old Tuscan tradition: “vegetable tanning” the only way to transform raw hides into leather through a process based on the use of tree tannins, while fully respecting the environment and giving the leather precious unique and natural characteristics.

The natural ability of leather to age and change over time makes the Ginger armchair an exclusive and unrepeatable item, an excellence of Made in Italy. It is especially soft and silky to the touch, thanks to the characteristic “bottalato” technique.

The unique nature of each armchair is guaranteed by the prized hand sewing done by gifted craftsmen with a design finish detail that enhances the product.

Thus it is an exclusive and versatile product for everyday use, created to be the protagonist of any environment interpreting your personal idea of relaxation.

Colour: natural leather, orange, green, red, yellow.
Small armchair structure: W 63 D 74 H 104 seat H 58

LUCE
The new Luce collection was inspired by the blend of aluminium frame and cord with which the back and armrests are made, creating a tasteful mix of style and elegance.

Structure: tubular aluminium.
Colour: graphite.
Cover: hand-woven polyolefin cord.
Cord colour: coal grey mélange.
Cushions: with removable covers in 100% acrylic in off white.

Armchair structure W 63 D 60 H 63 seat H 42
Sofa structure W 142 D 70 H 73 seat H 42
Chair structure W 63 D 60 H 73 seat H 53
Coffee table rectangular 100 x 60 H 40
DEAUVILLE – Design Meneghello Paolelli Associati

Simplicity, modularity and elegance are the distinctive traits of Deauville, this new modular lounge seating arrangement provides infinite possible furnishing solutions. This is a versatile and technically hybrid, totally “Cross” collection between outdoor and indoor living areas, which is equally at home in the hall of a mittleuropean hotel as it would be in the garden of a liberty villa, just to give an example.

"In Deauville typical indoor construction and esthetic archetypes interact with outdoor ones, just think of the manufacture and the choice of materials which coexist with totally draining hidden engineering, or the simplicity of the padding which is enhanced by the aluminium interweaving of the armrest decoration. The strong point of Deauville is its technological conception. What seems initially to be a simple and elegant “déjà vu” modular system, actually conceals a sophisticated and unique “heart” in the panorama of outdoor upholstery, which is actually 100% water draining” Sandro Meneghello & Marco Paolelli.

It differs from the usual production process for this type of outdoor furnishing, or rather conceals a down interior with a water resistant covering which acts as an umbrella for the down itself. In Deauville a rigid layer of techno fabric (an exclusive Japanese patent) is concealed just below the fabric/covering, which basically acts as a “colander”. Water never remains between the fabric and the down, but literally filters through guaranteeing excellent drainage and an equally excellent airation.

Thus Deauville is a system totally steeped in the Unopiù factor, namely a simple and elegant “Mix & Match”, the classic extolling the contemporary and, typical of the Meneghello & Paolelli style, the choice of contrasting materials is the basis for this explosion of combinations and organizational possibilities.

A practical separate tray completes the collection making it more accommodating than ever.

Simplicity, modularity and elegance are the distinctive traits of Deauville, this new modular lounge seating arrangement provides infinite possible furnishing solutions. This is a versatile collection designed for both outdoor and indoor living areas in classic or contemporary style. A practical separate tray completes the collection making it more accommodating than ever.

Arm and backrest structure: galvanized iron with mud coloured powder coating with linear woven cord in beige.
Modular covers: removable covers in polypropylene with draining cover.
Colour: beige mélange, pale blue mélange.

Large backrest module W 113 D 38 H 68
Small backrest module W 75 D 38 H 68
Large seating module W 113 D 75 H 38
Small seating module W 75 D 75 H 38
Armrest module W 38 D 113 H 53
Daybed module W 75 D 188 H 38
Square seating module W 113 D 113 H 38
L-shaped corded module W 110 D 74 H 64
Table-tray W 47 D 42 H 46
MIRTO
The rectangular Mirto table stands out for the excellence of the materials used and for its master craftsmanship. The terracotta shapes are placed haphazardly, a feature which makes every single table unique and unrepeatable.
Structure: base in galvanized wrought iron with powder coated finish in graphite colour.
Tabletop: travertine marble and hand-made tiles from Deruta, creating a “patchwork” effect of classic renaissance design.
Table rectangular 200 x 100 H 75

SHELTER
Shelter is a freestanding bioclimatic pergola.
The structure is in aluminium with powder coated finish in white gloss or matt graphite and includes gutter and downpipe.
Two types of roofing are available:
- adjustable aluminium louvers (from 0° to 130°), motorized with remote control. The louver adjustment provides the perfect balance of light, ventilation and temperature offering optimum conditions at any time of the day. Closing the louvers completely ensures optimum protection from rain. The new version comes with integrated LED lighting has 9 warm white spotlights; the option of being able to regulate the light intensity gives great effect to this pergola. The three aluminium louvers with the spotlights inserted are fixed and are not adjustable.
- waterproof cover (29% polyester coated 71%PVC) in white which slides manually. It is advisable to keep closed under the protective canopy in case of snow or strong winds.

Pergola with louvered roofing W 293 D 394 H 250
Pergola with sliding waterproof cover W 294 D 411 H 259

SALENTO
Perfect synthesis unites the efficiency of an umbrella with the latest generation of sun shade.
The shade, when not in use, can be closed in the protective casing with the advantage of keeping the underlying space unencumbered.
The shade can be closed using a remote control or manually rolled up using a winch and a manual adjustment rod.
Umbrella 300 x 250 H 243
Structure off-centre pole: galvanized aluminium and lamellar iroko wood
Colour structure: matt bronze or gloss white
Structure extendable arm: aluminium
Shade: shade in 100% Tempotest acrylic fabric in écru for bronze structures and white for white structures.
BAKU
Baku is a collection of carpets in hand woven techno synthetic fibre, available in various weaves, sizes and colours. Original, practical and decorative they bring warmth to both outdoor areas, for which they were created, as well as indoor areas of the home, enhancing them with style and personality. Baku carpets are made of an innovative polyolefin fibre with a 100% Italian patent for outdoor use: stain, mould, fungus, bacteria, damp and chlorine proof, they do not fade or absorb dirt or odours. They are suited to any skin type, even the most delicate of the newborn baby. It is an incredibly light fibre and is unique in that it floats. It is 100% recyclable, non toxic and certified Oeko-Tex Standard 100 class 1. All these characteristics ensure the maximum durability of the product and make it easy to keep clean, guaranteeing a long-lasting oasis of relaxation. Indispensable complementary items to enhance the atmosphere of the Unopiù collection, Baku carpets are suitable for both home and contract use, sharing unique environments where you feel totally content as you would whether on holiday or in your own home garden.

BRAIDED WEAVE GR. 2300/m²
Carpet round Ø 140, Ø 200
Carpet rectangular W 200 D 300
Carpet square W 300 D 300
Colour: dark grey/khaki/petrol, natural or dark green/emerald green/beige

PANAMA WEAVE GR. 4500/m²
Carpet rectangular W 200 D 300
Colour: navy blue, dove grey, olive green or violet

MANDALAY
A journey among an infinite series of cord baskets of diverse shape, size, weave and colour, perfect for a wide variety of furnishing options, from the garden to the more intimate areas of the home, enhancing them with personality, style and dynamism. Small and large beautifully hand-made containers in 100% Italian made synthetic fibre. They are durable, fun, versatile and brilliant for everyday use, where they become the undisputed stars of any environment in which they are placed.

BRAIDED WEAVE (gr. 2300/m²) available in colours: ivory, dark green/emerald green/beige, dark grey/khaki/petrol.

PANAMA WEAVE (gr. 4500/m²) available in colours: orange, blue pale, blue, lavender, yellow plum, red, apple green, mint green.